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1 Participation

a) Participation of the Ladder competition is open for every archer who has finished the beginners’ course or is qualified
to shoot individually.

b) The Ladder competition is possible for compound, recurve and barebow/traditional. All disciplines compete within
the same ladder.

c) If an archer did not hand in a score for a particular round, the archer will be placed to a lower rung. If this happens
twice in a row, the archer will demote to the end of the ladder.

2 Competition

a) The competition will consist of eight rounds. Every round will consist of at least four regular trainings. At least one of
those trainings is not in the exam week of the TU/e.

b) For each round, the archer has four possibilities to hand in a score. The highest score counts.

c) One can only score once per evening. If you want to keep track of your score more than once, the first score has to
be hand in for the ladder. This results in a maximum of one score per training.

d) A regular timeslot will be arranged for archers to shoot in a competition setting (timer). This timeslot will be the only
possibility to shoot for the Ladder at that evening. The other possibilities are free to shoot at any time.

e) If the archer has had an official external competition which is shot according to the official rules of an indoor compe-
tition. This score may be handed in as an extra possibility (additionally to the three possibilities). In a 60 arrow indoor
round, the highest of the two 30 arrow sets counts.

f) The scores handed in have to be shot as an indoor competition: 30 arrows in the format of 10x3 at 18 m. The scores
have to be checked by a ‘referee’ which is a fellow participant, board member, or trainer present at that moment.

g) Compounds have to shoot on a Dutch Target. Recurve may shoot on a Dutch Target as well as a 40 cm target. Barebow
archers shoot on a 40 cm target.

3 Scoring

a) The scoring will be done by shooting 30 arrows. For compound it is as follows:

Ring Notation Score for Ladder
X 10 10

R10 9’ 9
9 9 8
8 8 8
7 7 7
6 6 6

b) Barebow will get an additional multiplier which depends on the final score. The list of this can be found in the appendix.
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c) The score cards have to be filled in completely to make sure everyone knows how to fill in a score card properly. It
should contain the following:

• Name and surname

• Distance

• Target

• Class

• Date

• Bow type

4 Ranking

a) After the first round, the archers will be divided into rungs bases on their scores. Each rung will consist of three archers.

b) You can only promote if you are at the top of your rung at the end of a round. This means that you can only promote
if you were the first of your rung in the previous round. If your score is higher than the lowest score on the rung above,
you will promote up. The lowest score in the rung above will be demoted to the rung below if beaten by the successor.

c) The fourth round will not be shot as the other rounds. This round there will be final matches in the form of the set
system. The round consists of three weeks in which the first week is used to determine the order in the rung. The
archers of each rung will compete against each other in order to defend their position within the rung.

1. There will be 3 matches: A-B, A-C, B-C. Winning a match gives 2 points, losing a match none. A tie will be
determined with closest to center. If an archer does not shoot those matches, he/she will get zero points.

2. The archer who obtains the most points will be first in that rung, second highest points second, lowest amounts
of point will be third.

3. The scoring forms for the final rounds will be different and provided by the organizing party.

The other two weeks are used to compete against each other. An archer can challenge another archer that is on a
higher position in the Ladder with a maximum of two places higher. If the archer on the lower position wins, the
archers will change positions. One can only challenge someone once, however, you are allowed to challenge multiple
archers.

d) Round five, six and seven will be shot with the rules of the standard system again. See 4.b.

e) The eighth round will again be final matches according to round 4, which determines the final ranking.
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5 Appendix

Mulitplier Barebow:
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